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COLA, a leading clinical laboratory accreditation
organization, faced a rapidly contracting market
and worsening financial performance but was para-
lyzed by outmoded systems and a vision and mind-
set hamstrung by attachments to past success. In
an eight-year journey, leaders and staff learned to
create transformative change in themselves and on
key organizational fronts, subsequently generating
breakthrough improvements in performance that
have set COLA on a new path to success. The
authors discuss the key cornerstones of trans-
formational change; a model of transformational
leadership; and the transformation cycle COLA
used to integrate these with strategic/business plan-
ning, execution, and performance monitoring. They
also describe COLA’s key initiatives—including
governance, leadership and culture, performance
measurement, sales and marketing, research and de-
velopment process, and IT—and present evidence of
a robust business and organizational transformation
at COLA. © 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

In 1988, as the U.S. Congress was poised to enact
a series of requirements for medical labs, known
as the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amend-
ments (CLIA 88), four medical organizations took
the initiative to create a private alternative for ensur-
ing compliance with the new federal standards. The
American Medical Association (AMA), the College
of American Pathologists (CAP), the American Soci-
ety of Internal Medicine (ASIM),1 and the American
Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP) funded the
creation of COLA, a not-for-profit organization

focused on improving the quality of laboratory test-
ing in physician office laboratories through peer
review and education. The strength of COLA’s lead-
ership team—along with the collective vision, com-
mitment, conviction, and financial investment of the
founding organizations—led to COLA’s unprece-
dented rise to become the largest laboratory accred-
itation program in the United States.

During its first decade, COLA worked to maximize
its operational efficiency so that it could continue to
offer physicians a low-cost accreditation alternative
to government inspection of their office lab. COLA
quickly built a reputation as an industry leader for
its excellent operations and high customer value.

By the mid-1990s, however, changing market
forces—mainly a shrinking number of physician
office laboratories—compelled COLA’s board of
directors to explore options for ensuring COLA’s
financial health, resulting in the first call for diversifi-
cation in 1995. COLA launched research and devel-
opment efforts to study the feasibility of extending
its accreditation services to all types of medical test-
ing sites, including large hospitals, home healthcare
agencies, mobile testing sites, and nursing homes.
Over the next several years, COLA invested reserves
in new product development and made technology
the centerpiece of its accreditation program opera-
tion, realizing significant efficiencies as a result.

But as the manufacturers of test instruments and
kits simplified testing technology, physicians began
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Exhibit 1. Change in COLA’s Lab Enrollment, 1993–2001

to switch from more intensely regulated testing to
the category of “waived” testing, which is exempt
from routine on-site inspection. In addition, many
physicians were closing their office laboratories and
turning instead to the growing number of reference
laboratories for testing services. Fewer testing sites
led to a steady decline in the number of new labo-
ratories that contracted for COLA’s education and
accreditation services and the number of existing
clients renewing their contracts with COLA (see
Exhibit 1). Revenues began a precipitous decline.
Because the success of its low-cost operations model
was tied to the volume of laboratories to be sur-
veyed within a geographic area, the decreasing client
base made it increasingly difficult for COLA to real-
ize the economies of scale built into its operations,
and its operating margins also shrank. Even the flag-
ship laboratory accreditation product was no longer
supporting itself.

In the meantime, COLA launched several new prod-
ucts, but these met with only marginal success rather
than the hoped-for boost in revenue growth. In or-
der to close the gap created by declining operating
revenues, COLA soon found itself having to draw
on earnings from the investments it had built up
through years of operation.

A Burning Platform

In 2001, COLA’s founding chief executive offi-
cer, Dr. Stephen Kroger, a visionary and com-
mitted leader to quality in laboratory medicine,
retired. With COLA’s markets continuing to con-
tract and lab enrollments still in free fall, the board
appointed then-COO Doug Beigel (coauthor of this
article) as CEO. Beigel sensed that if the organiza-
tion didn’t radically rethink the way it did business,
COLA’s current business model would fail within
five years—a bleak end to COLA’s success as a
force in the accreditation industry, and a threat to
its very survival. But he found little conviction at
any level of the organization about such a burning
platform; no “outside-the-box” thinking about pos-
sible solutions beyond such incremental improve-
ments as scale-backs in product offerings and further
cost-reduction strategies; and only wishful thinking
about capturing a larger share of a declining market.
While the board of directors had long been support-
ive and committed to COLA’s mission, the sense
of urgency to create an expanded value proposition
was low.

Limited by a vision of COLA as simply “doing
good” as an alternative to government regulation,
the organization labored under a collective mind-set
of “work harder and perhaps we will survive.” Cut-
ting costs might prolong survival, but from Beigel’s
perspective, to thrive would require that COLA and
its leaders be bold, break the bonds of the past, and
redirect resources to new areas—in short, create a
new paradigm for the organization. Given the fun-
damental changes in COLA’s markets, the organiza-
tion had to understand that past success would not
guarantee a bright future and, in fact, any attach-
ment to the past would only guarantee failure.

Incremental improvements would not suffice. Future
success was possible only through transformational
change—a very large leap indeed for an accredita-
tion organization whose core capabilities centered
around quality and standardization, and even more
to the point, for a cadre of leaders that had grown up
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with organizational systems designed largely to con-
trol and maintain. Transforming the business would
have to begin with transforming the organization—
its systems and its people, and in ways that would
lead to breakthrough improvement.

Leading Breakthrough Change

COLA found itself in a situation that confronts an
increasing number of organizations. Many of these
have mastered the methods and tools of standard-
ization (ensuring more predictable performance by
decreasing variation in a system) and those of con-
tinuous improvement (achieving gradual, positive
changes that raise the performance mean across all
the important systems and processes). But the social-
technical tsunamis of this last decade are stretch-
ing businesses in unprecedented ways. Although
standardization and incremental improvement con-
tinue to be necessary types of change, new realities
now demand transformational change (i.e., a step-
function shift in performance results brought about
by a marked change in the nature or function of
broad organizational systems, including the softer
areas of culture and leadership).

To transform an organization is to change its very
nature. This requires first the discernment of a “big
idea” that will actually lead to a breakthrough in
how the organization sees itself, and then movement
toward a new, relevant value exchange in the world.

A difficult hurdle in transformational change is that,
by and large, the majority of an organization is fo-
cused on problem solving in a day-to-day setting
and in crises manufactured internally or imposed
from outside the walls of the organization. Prob-
lem solving is about fixing something: Continuous
improvement teams, for example, are often focused
on making something disappear—waste, cycle time,
barriers to better process performance, and the like.
In contrast, breakthrough improvement, the goal
of transformation, requires creativity—bringing
something new into existence—and is arguably the

least understood yet most critical type of change
work.

A difficult hurdle in transformational change is that,
by and large, the majority of an organization is fo-
cused on problem solving in a day-to-day setting
and in crises manufactured internally or imposed
from outside the walls of the organization.

Such creativity springs from the “spirit” of an orga-
nization, manifested in the passion of its people for
their work and role in achieving the organization’s
mission and vision. To stimulate creativity, man-
agers and leaders must build an environment and
culture that nurtures the organizational spirit, which
means learning to think and manage differently, to
move away from the old parent-child paradigm of
organization. But since many leaders and mid-level
managers have grown up in organizational systems
that rely heavily on the discipline of management
(control and maintain), few are truly skilled in awak-
ening the spirit of an organization and leading trans-
formational change.

To support the comprehensive “remaking” of broad
organizational systems to create breakthrough im-
provements, some organizations are turning to the
transformation sciences, which until recently were
found predominantly outside the business domain.
They are embracing such concepts as awakening
self, depth of relationship, consciousness of the
enterprise, leading a life of meaning, trust build-
ing, and harnessing spirit in the workplace as the
new capabilities for leading in a world of radical
change.

In late 2001, COLA’s CEO Doug Beigel partnered
with a consulting firm, Transformation Systems
International (TSI), to apply transformational sci-
ences, methods, and tools to the challenge of helping
COLA leaders guide the organization through one
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Exhibit 2. Transformation Cornerstones

of the most critical periods in its history. Thus began
a journey that continues today.

Cornerstones of COLA’s Transformation Journey

COLA embraced the holistic approach to transfor-
mational change represented by the four Transfor-
mation Cornerstones shown in Exhibit 2. Based
on more than 20 years of research and experience,
the synergistic cornerstones form a foundation for
comprehensive long-term strategy and alignment for
breakthrough improvement, one that avoids the
fragmented results of a single-purpose approach.2

The premise of the Transformation Cornerstones is
that effective organizational transformation begins
with change in four arenas:

� Self-Mastery—Strengthening the connection be-
tween the individual and the organization
through clarity of personal purpose, values, and
direction; and understanding the relationship

between personal vision and the organization’s
vision.

� Interpersonal Mastery—Strengthening the con-
nection between the individual and others in the
organization through capacities and skills for in-
tentionally and effectively building productive
interpersonal relationships.

� Value Exchange—Strengthening the connection
between the organization and the outside world
through a deepened understanding of the orga-
nization’s value exchange with customers and
stakeholders and how that value exchange shifts
over time.

� Change Methodology—Crafting an organiza-
tional map for improvement through a strategic
and systematic process that deploys those organi-
zational development tools that will work well to-
gether to catalyze and manage transformational
change.

Change Methodology—The Transformation Cycle

Devising a change methodology challenged the
members of COLA’s executive team to move away
from a “program-of-the-month” mentality and be-
gin to envision themselves as the architects of trans-
formational change, able to develop new pathways
for leading COLA into the future. As an impor-
tant early step toward this goal, in August 2001
Beigel and his executive team adopted and then
launched COLA’s first 18-month Transformation
Cycle, shown in Exhibit 3, a change methodology
developed by Transformation Systems International
as a result of years of collective experience and field
testing in many public and private organizations.3

The Transformation Cycle, based on a plan-do-
study-act (PDSA) framework, provides a disciplined
methodology and tools for planning, achieving, and
monitoring breakthrough improvement in the ma-
jor systems that underpin the organization’s ability
to perform. It includes many of the traditional com-
ponents of strategic planning, such as assessing and
diagnosing the organization, defining a mission and
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Exhibit 3. Transformation Cycle

vision, and identifying improvement objectives to
support the vision. The uniqueness of the Transfor-
mation Cycle lies in the attention paid to activities
important for supporting the large-scale transforma-
tion needed by COLA, including:

� building commitment to the transformation
plan;

� managing implementation;
� developing a balanced performance measurement

system to track progress;
� systematically improving knowledge and skills

and nurturing the capabilities, behaviors, and or-
ganizational dynamics needed to achieve the or-
ganization’s vision; and

� aligning individuals and teams toward common
objectives.

Importantly, woven into the Transformation
Cycle are a number of group and individual activ-
ities that focus conversations about self, interper-
sonal, and enterprise (value exchange) mastery—the
other three transformation cornerstones—and help
to build commitment and alignment across the or-
ganization. Sequential transformation cycles bring
the organization ever closer to its vision as it renews
and executes against strategic goals in response to
internal and external changes.

Situation Appraisal

Given the severity of the current threat that COLA
faced, the situation appraisal, the initial step in
the first transformation cycle, examined all nine
major organizational systems, or fronts, important
for achieving performance improvement: planning;
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Exhibit 4. The Wall

measurement; culture; motivation; education, train-
ing, and development; infrastructure; technology;
politics; and communication. The CEO realized that
resources were limited, and that service levels to
physician office laboratories—the core business—
had to be maintained even as the organization re-
made itself. The situation appraisal provided data
about the current state of the organization that the
executive team would draw on in the next step of
the cycle to understand which fronts to leverage
at which times in order to optimize improvement
efforts.

Transformation Design for 2001–2002

With the data from the situation appraisal in
hand, the executive team employed a planning pro-
cess, known as The Wall, to converge on the top

improvement efforts to which COLA should devote
resources during the transformation cycle.

The Wall, which is presented in storyboard fash-
ion in Exhibit 4, was a powerful tool for achieving
clarity and alignment around COLA’s strategic di-
rection, not only within the executive team but even-
tually at all levels of the organization. Through its
use, Beigel and his team were able to utilize learn-
ings from the past, develop a new understanding of
both the present (the current state/situational anal-
ysis) and the future, and then outline a new vision
for COLA.

COLA’s founding vision had been the “preferred
compliance vehicle” for laboratories. Indeed, its en-
tire history was closely interwoven with the federal
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government regulations. As a key outcome in this
early stage of the transformation journey, the execu-
tive team conceived a new vision for COLA: a larger,
more significant role in medicine as the premier
clinical laboratory education, consultation, and ac-
creditation organization. This broader vision would
enable COLA to offer a greater value exchange
with its clients by supporting laboratories’ goals for
greater safety, efficiency, compliance, quality, and—
above all—delivery of the best possible patient care.

As a key outcome in this early stage of the transfor-
mation journey, the executive team conceived a new
vision for COLA: a larger, more significant role in
medicine as the premier clinical laboratory educa-
tion, consultation, and accreditation organization.

The executive team proceeded to identify and pri-
oritize the gaps between present performance and
the desired vision/future state and then to select key
breakthrough initiatives. Although work needed to
be done on every organizational front, too many ini-
tiatives risked overwhelming the organization and
diluting resources beyond the level of effectiveness.
The team chose and sequenced the top three prior-
ities according to which changes needed to happen
first in order to set the stage and build the capabilities
needed to drive subsequent changes on other fronts
in the years to come. These first transformation
initiatives addressed major gaps on the planning/
political, measurement, and leadership develop-
ment/culture fronts.

The Governance Initiative

In the absence of a sense of urgency and a new
vision for COLA, especially at the top of the organi-
zation, a sort of blind adherence to COLA’s current
business model and operating style would continue
to hamper any movement forward. The gover-
nance initiative, led by the CEO, sought to awaken
the consciousness of the board of directors to

the burning platform COLA faced and to develop
board members’ commitment to COLA’s long-term
success.

Beigel led the board of directors in a process similar
to the Wall exercise done by the executive team to
achieve understanding and agreement about lessons
from the past, a new vision of the future that was
not hamstrung by the past, and the core competen-
cies needed to carry forward. He sought the free-
dom to experiment in new markets and with new
approaches to the core business. At the same time,
he engaged the board in a candid discussion about
how it and the executive team worked together, lay-
ing the foundation at this level for the trust-based
relationship essential for leading COLA into a very
different future.

The Balanced Scorecard Initiative

Earlier in 2001, Beigel had introduced a rudimentary
Balanced Scorecard to begin to create a set of reli-
able metrics for gauging business and organizational
performance. As a result of the August 2001 Wall
exercise, it became clear to the executive team that
the initial attempt at a measurement system was not
adequately linked to the emerging vision and strate-
gic direction—in short, it had to be strengthened as
an integral part of the transformation design. They
also saw the need to engage all the leaders in the
organization in measurement, with the goal of em-
bedding a causal mentality and a disciplined practice
that linked individual and collective action to mea-
surable organizational and business results.

The team adopted the COLA Strategic Scorecard, a
few key performance indicators/metrics visibly dis-
played in control charts, as the “control panel”
for gauging and communicating progress toward
successful achievement of the vision and strategic
goals. The expectations were that the scorecard
would continue to be strengthened and refined over
subsequent transformation cycles until COLA had a
robust system that made performance results visible
to the entire organization. As an important element
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for assuring follow-through, the executive team also
declared its firm commitment to monthly and quar-
terly reviews to monitor and evaluate the effect of
change actions on performance as reflected in the
Strategic Scorecard.

The Transformational Leadership Initiative

The goal of the Transformational Leadership
initiative (discussed in detail below) was to go well
beyond conventional leadership development pro-
grams and help COLA leaders build the personal
and collective capacity (self-mastery and interper-
sonal mastery) for leading transformative change. It
first engaged the entire executive team in an individ-
ual and group process of personal and interpersonal
change, and would eventually encompass all COLA
managers and system owners.

The goal of the Transformational Leadership initia-
tive was to go well beyond conventional leadership
development programs and help COLA leaders build
the personal and collective capacity (self-mastery
and interpersonal mastery) for leading transforma-
tive change.

The three early initiatives that emerged from the
Wall exercise formed a broad roadmap that would
later be communicated to the organization as a
whole, and would then guide more detailed transfor-
mation planning by mid-level managers and system
owners to assure buy-in and alignment of efforts
across all parts of the organization.

The Transformational Leadership Initiative

Traditionally, organizations promote their best
managers to leadership positions—including lead-
ership of transformation initiatives—which require
different work and thus different skill sets than man-
agement roles. Likewise, COLA was relying on its
best managers at the executive and middle man-
agement levels to lead its transformation because

they had a deep understanding of the business itself
and were superior performers as managers. Unfortu-
nately, great managers are not necessarily equipped
to be great leaders of transformational change.

The transformational leadership initiative, launched
in the autumn of 2001 with all members of the ex-
ecutive leadership team, including the CEO, focused
initially on helping the team understand the differ-
ences between management and leadership:

� Management. Management is defined here as
management of a system/subsystem, rather than
a position or title. Major management tasks can
be viewed as planning, budgeting, organizing,
staffing, controlling, and problem solving. Great
managers organize the current known assets and
resources of the organization to deliver upon its
present mission. Skillful in the areas of anal-
ysis and administration, they are energetic in
their work and demonstrate high individual per-
formance. It is said that management is of the
mind—combining both intellect and hard work.

� Leadership. Key leadership tasks might be de-
scribed as establishing direction, aligning people,
motivating, and inspiring. This is why leadership
is often said to be of the spirit. It is well under-
stood theoretically that leaders move organiza-
tions to a new place. Driven by a deep personal
commitment to the goal at hand, leaders seek
to effectively address expected and unexpected
barriers.4 Transformational leaders, in particular,
are designers, stewards, and teachers. They are
responsible for building organizations in which
people continually expand their capabilities for
understanding complexity, clarifying vision, and
improving mental models.

The Transformational Leadership Model

TSI introduced the executive team to the Transfor-
mational Leadership Model, shown in Exhibit 5,
as a framework for thinking about the full spec-
trum of individual leadership capacities and talents,
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Exhibit 5. Transformational Leadership

including those needed to drive transformative
change in organizations.

Consciousness. Consciousness is at the heart of the
transformational leadership model. This entails de-
veloping awareness in the three domains represented
by the ring of mastery shown in Exhibit 5:

� Self-Mastery. Awareness of one’s environment
and one’s own existence, emotions, sensations,
and thoughts is a prerequisite to becoming a
transformational leader in any organization. Self-
mastery includes clarity of purpose, vision, plan-
ning one’s direction in life, meditation, reflection,
and feedback—all of which are imperative for

deliberate and productive growth. Effective trans-
formational leaders have developed self-mastery
and are clear about the connection of their per-
sonal vision with the vision of the organization.
However, self-mastery also extends beyond self
to a commitment that others walk a path to self-
awareness. Transformational leaders are engaged
in the lives of the people in their organizations,
encouraging personal growth, feedback, continu-
ous learning, and mentoring.

� People Mastery. Interpersonal or people mastery
requires both personal consciousness and col-
lective consciousness—an understanding of the
attitudes, behaviors, beliefs, and assumptions of
the team/organization. It also involves developing
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skills in group dynamics, building trust with oth-
ers, effective communication skills, relationship
management, and management of agreements.
Gaining awareness and better skills in how one in-
teracts with others is a lifelong journey and com-
mitment to personal growth.

� Enterprise Mastery. Enterprise mastery speaks to
collective consciousness of the people working
within the organization and among its broader
stakeholders, a consciousness of shifting value
exchanges to which the organization is a party.
Understanding the reason for the organization’s
existence and its “license to operate” are key
components. This calls upon the organization’s
leaders to develop the skills and capacity to
be chief architects and engineers for business
as executed through strategic planning and de-
sign. It also requires competencies in the areas
of benchmarking, organizational culture, pro-
cess improvement, motivation systems, evalua-
tion, and performance measurement.

Internal and External Focus. The horizontal contin-
uum in the transformational leadership model rep-
resents leadership focus. Transformational change
requires that leaders be broad-minded, possessing
both an internal and an external focus on the effects
of breakthrough change:

� The internal view points to understanding and
appreciation for how the change is experienced
within the organization.

� The external view is understanding how the
change impacts persons and systems outside the
organization.

Focus on a Continuum of Change. The vertical con-
tinuum in the model depicts the continuum of the
scale of change that leaders must be able to man-
age. Transformation leverages three types of change
along this continuum:

� Standardization (at the bottom end of the con-
tinuum) allows the organization to build upon a

strong foundation of successful procedures while
removing the non-value-added variations in per-
forming daily work.

� Continuous improvement efforts are aimed at
achieving gradual, positive changes in perfor-
mance.

� Breakthrough efforts (at the top end of the con-
tinuum) are intended to accomplish radical, step-
function performance changes.

Standardization and continuous improvement are
largely within the realm of management and require
both an investment of the mind and problem-
solving expertise. Breakthrough improvement re-
quires transformational leadership—an investment
of conscious commitment and spirit at the individ-
ual, group, and organizational levels. Transforma-
tional leaders understand the continuum of possible
change and are able to make decisions about which
kinds of change are needed to achieve the vision and
goals of the organization.

Breakthrough improvement requires transforma-
tional leadership—an investment of conscious com-
mitment and spirit at the individual, group, and
organizational levels.

Embracing Polarities. The leadership attributes that
anchor both ends of the multidimensional contin-
uums contained within the model speak to the
concept of polarity (i.e., two opposing attributes,
tendencies, or principles). In today’s world of accel-
erating change, it is insufficient to operate at just
one end of the continuum. Rather, transformational
leaders must discover and master the capacity to
encompass the entire range, determining and calling
upon the best skill or quality for any given situation.

The Executive Team’s Journey

Each member of COLA’s executive team began
a transformation journey at the personal and
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interpersonal level, gaining a deeper understanding
of self in terms of life purpose, vision, and values and
pursuing his/her own development process, which
included an assessment of current level of leader-
ship skills. As significantly, the team also began a se-
ries of conversations to understand more deeply the
mental models (mind-sets) that informed COLA’s
current performance levels. For the most part, these
conversations occurred in the context of the busi-
ness conducted at all regular team meetings, with
the TSI consultants in attendance to help facilitate
the team’s reflections and learnings.

Through open-ended conversations and coaching by
executive coaches, COLA’s top leaders began to un-
derstand how the team itself was holding the organi-
zation back. They came to realize that in their daily
practice, they had each dedicated a large amount of
their time to management of the day-to-day issues,
operating from a largely management orientation
focused on optimizing current systems, with little
focus on the future of the organization. They were
“stuck” in the story of COLA’s past success and in
an old CEO-driven command-and-control manage-
ment style that no longer served the organization.
The executives soon saw that COLA’s success in the
future depended upon the creation of new organiza-
tional systems and substantive changes, which they
would be equipped to lead only if they—individually
and collectively—developed the requisite transfor-
mational leadership capacities.

Through open-ended conversations and coaching by
executive coaches, COLA’s top leaders began to un-
derstand how the team itself was holding the orga-
nization back.

With time of the essence, the executive team asked
of itself high commitment to personal and relation-
ship transformation. Members coached one another
to unfreeze old paradigms and committed to trying

new approaches to leadership. They focused on
building trust with each other, moving away from
the historical CEO-centered command-and-control
to shared leadership, in which they would work to-
gether on a series of high impact efforts. A real team
began to emerge with new characteristics and qual-
ities, including a collective vision; a high level of
trust among members (essential for sharing leader-
ship); and high consciousness of personal purpose,
vision, and value, including individual strengths that
would contribute to the team’s overall success. Fi-
nally, the team began to effectively generate a mind-
set that embraced creativity and to demonstrate
greater tenacity in seeing things through.

Engaging the Rest of the Organization

The remaining steps in the Plan phase of COLA’s
2001–2002 Transformation Cycle (Exhibit 3) were
designed and executed with the following overarch-
ing intentions:

� Energize the rest of COLA’s managers and staff
around the transformational journey and the
transformation design developed by the executive
team.

� Align efforts COLA-wide around the transforma-
tion initiatives by involving mid-level managers
and system owners in the creation of de-
tailed implementation plans in their parts of the
organization.

� Begin the process of developing transformational
leadership capabilities below the executive team
level.

The Transformation Design developed by the ex-
ecutive team was communicated to the entire
organization at the first All Spirits Information
Sharing session, which prepared people for the Cre-
ative Alignment to Maximize Performance (CAMP)
event, a three-day forum that engaged all employ-
ees in the transformation platform and built a com-
mon “transformation” vocabulary the organization
could utilize going forward.
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The CAMP Event

COLA’s managers and system owners would be
leaders of transformation in their areas of the or-
ganization. The Creative Alignment to Maximize
Performance event, the centerpiece of every trans-
formation cycle, uses the concept of “alignment and
attunement” to invite these individuals to find their
own life direction and how that direction “fits” with
the new vision of COLA, to discover their personal
passion and how they aspire to contribute to the
transformation plan. In short, the CAMP event seeks
to create an “organization of meaning” in which
purpose informs all parts of the organization to op-
erate with a strong sense of intent and common will
to achieve breakthrough results. Participants com-
plete a number of prework assignments and then
convene in an off-site event, also attended in full
by the executive team, that provides the structure
and setting necessary for aligning and attuning this
broader leadership group to the main task at hand,
developing a detailed transformation plan for the
current cycle.

The Creative Alignment to Maximize Performance
event, the centerpiece of every transformation cycle,
uses the concept of “alignment and attunement” to
invite these individuals to find their own life direction
and how that direction “fits” with the new vision of
COLA, to discover their personal passion and how
they aspire to contribute to the transformation plan.

In 2001, COLA’s first-ever CAMP event expanded
to mid-level managers and system owners the pro-
cess of building a capacity for transformational
leadership through the development of self, inter-
personal, and enterprise consciousness—the same
journey the executive team had begun a few months
earlier. As their CAMP prework, participants used a
life-planning tool, which had also been used by the
executive team, to expand their own self-knowledge
to foster personal clarity about one’s life purpose,

vision, and goals. This clarity enables individuals to
powerfully engage in the change under way, to de-
sign and declare their new “fit” within the organiza-
tion and how they wish to contribute. In cases where
a person might find that a “good fit” is absent, more
often than not he/she exits the organization clear,
committed, and focused on the future without the
normal downside and emotional turmoil of the typ-
ical employee departure.

The CAMP event itself included intensive work at
the individual and group levels. The managers and
system owners were called upon to examine at-
titudes and behaviors that have held them—and
COLA—back in the past, and were invited to ex-
plore the consequences of failure to change. As with
the earlier governance initiative with the board of
directors, a dawning awareness of COLA’s burn-
ing platform fueled these discussions with a sense of
great urgency and purpose. TSI’s CAMP facilitators
then introduced the participants to more effective
mind-sets for achieving performance improvement
at COLA.

COLA made a considerable investment in changing
the mind-set of the larger leadership body, and on
focusing the managers and system owners on con-
sciousness at the individual and collective levels and
action that leads to specific measurable results. As
the CAMP participants articulated a clear life plan,
a deeper consciousness emerged for many about the
“fit” of work life into their total life. With this new
clarity of self and life direction, many COLA man-
agers sensed a stronger “call to leadership,” while
several self-selected out of leadership positions to fo-
cus their life energy on their passion. As a later ben-
efit for COLA’s transformation journey, individuals
who shifted roles within the organization were able
to do so with purpose rather than as “victims” of
the change effort under way.

Building on this foundation and the top trans-
formation initiatives identified by the executive
team, the CAMP participants then created detailed
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transformation plans to drive change efforts in all
the parts of COLA’s organization during the trans-
formation cycle, initiatives that leveraged the full
continuum of change—transformational, continu-
ous improvement, and standardization—needed to
strengthen performance in the core business while
making breakthrough change. The plans included
targets, objectives, and performance measures to
link action to measurable results and nurture the
notion of a performance culture at COLA.

The Implementation Phase

The end of the CAMP event marked the beginning
of the Implementation (Do) phase of the transfor-
mation cycle, during which implementation teams
carried out the work in the transformation plan.
In the Study phase of the cycle, the executive team
met monthly and quarterly to review progress of
the teams against their objectives and the Balanced
Scorecard performance metrics, making whatever
adjustments were necessary to the implementation
plans. In addition, all mid-level managers and sys-
tem owners, meeting together on a quarterly basis,
continued to engage in conversations about the con-
cept of transformational leadership, deepening over
time their collective understanding of what would
be required to lead the transformation of COLA.

Subsequent Transformation Cycles at COLA

COLA’s initial 2001–2002 Transformation Cycle
and its three transformational initiatives laid a or-
ganizational foundation that then enabled COLA
to drive in later cycles for breakthrough results in
key performance areas. For each ensuing 18-month
transformation cycle, the organization again focused
on just two to three key transformation initiatives.

The work on cultural transformation begun by
COLA’s leaders in the 2001–2002 cycle continued,
and over time the organization shifted away from
a culture focused predominantly on “doing good”
to a culture focused on performance to achieve the
new, compelling shared vision. A new mind-set has

also emerged, one centered on (1) intentional think-
ing (a shift from a victim mentality to shaping re-
sults); (2) the necessity for breakthrough results; and
(3) a shift from scarcity thinking (which feeds com-
petition and protectiveness) to abundance thinking
(which engenders collaboration and commitment to
mutual goals).

In addition, the second and third cycles gave birth
to new transformation initiatives for achieving the
following:

� stronger sales and marketing capabilities,
� an effective research and product development

process,
� transformation of IT systems and capabilities,
� access to expertise through effective partnerships

with vendors, and
� expansion into international markets.

The first three initiatives listed above had partic-
ularly significant implications for the organization
and, ultimately, for the turnaround of COLA’s busi-
ness and are discussed in more detail below.

To survive and succeed, COLA had to radically trans-
form its approach to sales and marketing, beginning
with changing a culture that viewed selling as a
“necessary evil” at best.

Sales and Marketing Capabilities

COLA had a ten-year history of fits and starts in
attempting to turn around its sales and marketing
efforts, to no avail. Better sales techniques alone
would not bring about the needed change. To sur-
vive and succeed, COLA had to radically transform
its approach to sales and marketing, beginning with
changing a culture that viewed selling as a “neces-
sary evil” at best. In 2004, COLA partnered with an
outside firm, whose owners and unique approach
mirrored values shared by COLA, to assist it in
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understanding how to best equip the organization
with new capacity for effective sales and marketing,
including nurturing the necessary shift in mind-set
and acquisition of desired skills.

The initiative helped an organization staffed pre-
dominantly with quality improvement educators to
eventually see that everyone in COLA is part of the
sales team—an initially difficult hurdle to overcome,
and perhaps the greatest challenge for many people
in the organization. Ultimately, the entire organiza-
tion embraced a deeper meaning for “selling” as a
vehicle for client quality improvement and greater
fulfillment of COLA’s new vision. Why not keep
customers informed of “meaningful” products and
services from COLA if such offerings could help cus-
tomers to do their work more effectively and better
fulfill their own organization’s mission?

COLA staff also reflected much more deeply about
their relationship with customers, and with each
other, in terms of redefinition of roles and embrac-
ing new responsibilities in this area. A key to break-
through change was the realignment of the role of
COLA surveyors, from one of execution, focused
solely on providing clients with technical counsel
and the routine on-site survey for accreditation, to
that of strategic partner, serving as the frontline,
face-to-face connection with the customer and ac-
tively contributing ideas that will generate greater
value for customers and COLA alike. Invited to be-
come full players in achieving COLA’s new vision,
these members of the staff have embraced their ex-
panded role as “COLA ambassadors” and are now
an integral part of building the business.

The initiative (1) helped individuals and groups to
recognize or develop a passion for selling by find-
ing a deep connection between sales and vision—
both personal and organizational—and then (2)
equipped them with a sales philosophy, methods,
and tools that would help ensure their success.

The initiative (1) helped individuals and groups to
recognize or develop a passion for selling by finding
a deep connection between sales and vision—both
personal and organizational—and then (2) equipped
them with a sales philosophy, methods, and tools
that would help ensure their success.

Also in 2004, COLA implemented a number of tools
to support greater sales efforts:

� an IT system that more effectively managed sales
leads, with a capacity for handling a 500-fold
increase in the number of monthly sales leadsand

� a custom pricing model that enabled COLA to
better compete on price state-by-state with local
competitors for laboratory accreditation services.

COLA also understood from its own history that
sustainable sales success hinged upon customer loy-
alty and retention (e.g., renewal of contracts and
purchase of additional products/services), which in
turn are influenced by the quality of COLA’s cus-
tomer service. In order to stimulate its own think-
ing and creativity about how to better serve its
customers, in 2004 COLA also began to benchmark
organizations that excelled in customer service,
which has led to its implementation of a number of
new practices to strengthen this important function.

R&D Process

Another major initiative entailed the development
of an effective process for vetting new products
and services aligned with COLA’s new vision and
value exchange. This led to the subsequent launch of
new accreditation products for transfusion services
in 2004 and anatomic pathology services in 2005.
The products opened new markets, enabling COLA
staff, now equipped with greater sales and marketing
capabilities, to attract larger, more complex labora-
tories across the country as new COLA clients.

IT Transformation

Beginning in 2005, COLA launched a redesign of
its legacy IT systems and built a paperless, real-time
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Exhibit 6. Growth in COLA’s Laboratory Enrollment, 1993–2009

accreditation program. As a result of these innova-
tions, COLA and its clients now enjoy a portal for
accreditation and quality laboratory medicine that
is truly state-of-the-art in the industry. The success
of these initiatives required not only surmounting
technical challenges, but also changing entrenched
thought patterns and organizational dynamics that
stood in the way of success.

In an organization focused primarily on quality, it
was difficult at any level of the organization to ad-
mit failure, an underlying pattern that surfaced in
a robust and adverse way as COLA began to im-
plement the many facets of its IT transformation.
The scope and visibility of the work suddenly raised
the potential for individual and group failure, and
with it potential threats to personal and organiza-
tional identities based on a commitment to always
delivering excellence. In response, the organization
acted out of a need to “paint a good picture” of
progress rather than openly acknowledging and ad-
dressing any problems encountered, thus obscur-
ing any clear picture of the actual performance of
the IT implementation. Eventually the organization
became aware of the underlying counterproductive
patterns of thought and began to face the hard facts

of an implementation in trouble on multiple fronts.
With this awareness, COLA staff learned how to
best trust one another in terms of communicating
failures, and to make quick course adjustments that
minimized lost time and resources and got the im-
plementation back on track.

The Turnaround

COLA’s CEO understood that transformation was
a long-term matter that required patiently laying
the all-important organizational groundwork in the
early cycles and then tackling major performance
gaps with targeted initiatives in later cycles, all
guided by the new vision of COLA as the desired
future state.

Business Metrics

During the second and third transformation cycles,
the organization began to harvest the hoped-for
breakthrough results, one of the most impressive
being the turnaround in laboratory enrollments. As
shown in Exhibit 6, the long-term decline in the
number of enrollments, which had begun in 1996,
turned the corner during COLA’s second trans-
formation cycle, after the launch of the sales and
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marketing initiative. Further fueled by new product
launches in 2004 and 2005, growth in annual enroll-
ments continued to accelerate through 2007. This
breakthrough performance has been broad-based,
reflecting COLA’s improved effectiveness in attract-
ing new clients, retaining existing clients, and in-
creasing revenues per client.

With the widespread economic recession, COLA
has once again found itself facing harsh external
constraints on its business, as have countless other
organizations. But this time COLA has been able
to respond from a position of much greater finan-
cial and operational strength, thanks to its work at
transformation. Even with the downturn in its mar-
kets in 2008 and 2009, COLA has still sustained an
overall 11 percent increase in laboratory enrollments
since 2001.

Between 2001 and 2009, the eight years of COLA’s
transformation journey, COLA also reaped impres-
sive gains in other key business metrics despite the
global recession:

� substantial increases in total revenues (57 per-
cent), accreditation revenue per lab (40 percent),
and sales of its education product (568 percent);

� consecutive net operating surpluses in the last
three fiscal years (the first time this has happened
in its history, and a further indicator of the ro-
bustness of its transformation); and

� a return on investment of 7.5 percent on its ma-
jor investments (2004–2009) in IT initiatives and
additional development.

Organizational Metrics

During the same eight-year period, the organization
has been able to preserve and further develop its
internal capabilities through high retention and in-
ternal growth, and to further expand capabilities in
key areas though effective external partnerships:

� COLA has experienced 0 percent turnover in
sales, production, and accounting staff.

� Staff size has doubled in sales, production,
and accounting, and more than doubled in IT
and accreditation, while operating margins have
grown.

� As an outgrowth of its partnering initiative
and other aspects of its transformation, COLA
has tripled the number of industry partners—all
quality-driven organizations drawn to COLA’s
vision of improving laboratory medicine and pa-
tient care.

Closing

With support of the board, the COLA executive
team and the entire staff have not only accom-
plished the targeted breakthrough performance re-
sults they sought but also developed a new core
competency for navigating future business and eco-
nomic tsunamis. Today, COLA is a more resilient,
energized organization engaged in a greater value
exchange with customers, vendors, and, indeed, all
its stakeholders, internal and external. Financial sta-
bility has replaced the burning platform that threat-
ened its very survival. And even as the organization
contemplates even greater changes that loom ahead
for the health care industry, it does so with a strong
sense of purpose and confidence as it continues to
strengthen its capabilities for leading and creating
transformational change.
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Physicians.
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